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Two years ago, the first Middle Eastern Culture Market took place in the  
National Museum of Antiquities. Since Leiden University has a long tradition  
in the study of the Middle East, LUCIS wants to share this knowledge by taking 
it out of the classroom and introducing it to the public. So far, the markets have 
been well received and last year we welcomed more than one thousand people 
to the market who enjoyed the diverse experiences it offered.

This year, the market caters to both our English-speaking and Dutch-speaking 
public. We hope that you enjoy the lectures, music, dance, fashion, handmade 
products, and workshops as much as we did bringing them together.

Thanks for coming and we hope to see you next year!

LUCIS Team

Welcome!
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Day Programme

 TEMPELZAAL LEEMANSZAAL TRAJANUSZAAL

10:00 Inloop/Walk-in

10:30 Kamerkoor
 Het Zingend Hart

11:00  Lezing Lecture
  Hoe las een The Love of Writing
  Mekkaan de Koran? in Medieval Islam
  Marijn van Putten Peter Webb
  Leiden University Leiden University

11:30 Fashion Show Storytelling Workshop
 Palestinian Dress Cafe Mezrab Kurdish Language
 with My Identity  Tischka Ayubi
 Organisation

12:00 Ud Concert
 Nazeer Abdulhai Trio

12:30  Lezing Lecture
  Vrouwen in (post) Heroes in Modern
  revolutionaire Arabic Literature
  graffiti in Egypte 
  Josephine van den Bent Haneen Omari
  University of Amsterdam Leiden University

13:00 Officiële opening  
 Henri Lenferink, 
 burgermeester van  
 Leiden  

13:30 Dervish Dance
 Ahmad Alkhatib  
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 TEMPELZAAL LEEMANSZAAL TRAJANUSZAAL

14:00  Keynote Lecture Workshop
  Reframing the Frames:  Persian Language
  How the Media Portrays Gerrie van Rooijen
  the Middle East 
  Ahmet Polat 

14:30  Lezing Workshop
  Nationalisme en Arabic Language
  Turks televisiedrama Engy Abdelaziz
  Petra de Bruijn
  Leiden University 

15:00 Workshop Storytelling Workshop
 Dabke Dance Cafe Mezrab Turkish Language
 Dreaming of Syria  Burak Fiçi

15:30 Arabic Music  
 Kamerkoor 
 Het Zingend Hart and 
 Nazeer Abdulhai Trio

16:00 Workshop Lezing Sneak Peak
 Dabke Dance Helden van toen, helden Online Course: the  
 Dreaming of Syria van nu: de Shahnama Cosmopolitan Arabic 
  van Ferdowsi Medieval World
  Gabrielle van den Berg Ed Hayes 
  Leiden University Leiden University

16:30 Closing: 
 Dervish Dance  
 Ahmad Alkhatib  
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Overview

Tempelzaal/Podium Acts 8-9

Kamerkoor – Het Zingend Hart 8

Fashion Show – Palestinian Dress 8 
with My Identity Organisation 

Ud Concert – Nazeer Abdulhai Trio 9

Dervish Dance – Ahmad Alkhatib 9

Lectures/Lezingen 10-15

Hoe las een Mekkaan de Koran? 10 
– Marijn van Putten (Universiteit Leiden) 

The Love of Writing in Medieval Islam 10 
– Peter Webb (Leiden University) 

Vrouwen in (post)revolutionaire graffiti in Egypte 11 
– Josephine van den Bent (University of Amsterdam) 

Heroes in Modern Arabic Literature 12 
– Haneen Omari (Leiden University) 

Reframing the Frames: How the Media Portrays the Middle East 13 
– Ahmet Polat (Fotograaf des Vaderlands 2015) 

Nationalisme en Turks televisiedrama 14 
– Petra de Bruijn (Leiden University) 

Helden van toen, helden van nu: de Shahnama van Ferdowsi 15 
– Gabrielle van den Berg (Leiden University) 

Online Course: the Cosmopolitan Arabic Medieval World 15 
– Ed Hayes (Leiden University) 
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Workshops 16-19

Dabke Dance Workshop – Dreaming of Syria 16

Kurdish Language  17
– Tischka Ayubi

Persian Language 18
– Gerrie van Rooijen

Arabic Language 18
– Engy Abdelaziz

Turkish Language 19
– Burak Fiçi

Storytelling – Cafe Mezrab 19

Stands 20-26

Oosterse specialiteiten en zoetigheden El Assyl 20

All About Egypt 21

My Identity – Palestinian Products 22

Madame Kallas 23

Roya Persian Handcrafts 24

Mustafa’s Syrian Handcrafts 25

Olijfzepen.nl 26
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Kamerkoor  
Het Zingend Hart
10:30 & 15:30 | TEMPELZAAL

Het Zingend Hart is a Leiden-based 
mixed SATB chamber choir conducted 
by Guido van Swieten. The choir 
covers a broad repertoire of a cappella 
choir music from various cultural 
traditions and in many languages. 
Het Zingend Hart is renowned for its 
performances at unusual locations  
and occasions and pays a great  
deal of attention to the staging  
of its concerts. Professional actors  
and directors are often involved  
in helping realise a theatrical show  
that stimulates all senses. 

More information at  
hetzingendhart.nl 

Fashion Show – Palestinian Dress 
with My Identity Organisation
11:30 | TEMPELZAAL

More than twenty Palestinian  
dresses dating back to the  
Canaanite era will be exhibited.  
This show features the dresses  
of Palestinian women who lived  
in the 1948 Nakba and who wore 
these hand-embroidered dresses, 
which bore an original Canaanite 
history. 

The Palestinian folklore show  
is decorated with paintings  
and decorations dating back  
to the Canaanite era thousands  
of years ago.

Tempelzaal/Podium Acts
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Ud Concert 
Nazeer Abdulhai Trio
12:00 & 15:30 | TEMPELZAAL

Nazeer Abdulhai (ud; percussion), 
Emine Bostanci (kemence) and  
Khorshid Dadbeh (tar) are three 
musicians from Codarts Conservatory  
who play classical Ottoman and  
Arabic music. Since they come from 
different cultural backgrounds, the  
trio can provide an explanatory idea  
of how the mixing of cultures can 
affect music. Despite their cultural 
differences, their music is what  
unites them and brings them  
together as artists.

For inquiries, you can  
contact Nazeer Abdulhai
Tel: (+31) 657636075 
Email: nazeer0992@gmail.com

Dervish Dance  
Ahmad Alkhatib
13:30 & 16:30 | TEMPELZAAL

The whirling dervish is a  
traditional dance from the Middle 
East. Ahmad Alkhatib, born in Syria, 
started dancing when he was  
six years old and has joined many  
events and festivals around the  
world ever since. The art of dervish 
dancing has been in Alkhatib’s  
family for around 200 years.  
As a dervish dancer, he presents 
whirling as a spiritual journey in  
a regular rhythm continuously  
looking for peace and love.
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Hoe las een Mekkaan  
de Koran? 
Marijn van Putten  
Leiden University
11:00 | LEEMANSZAAL

Hoewel de Koran tegenwoordig  
slecht twee dominante leestradities 
kent, was dit vroeger heel anders.  
Elke grote stad in de vroeg-
islamitische periode had zijn eigen 
manier om de Koran lezen. Deze 
leestradities verschilden niet alleen 
in stijl van voordacht, maar ook in 
uitspraak, grammatica en betekenis. 
Marijn van Putten zal laten zien hoe 
vroege koranmanuscripten visuele 
elementen gebruikten om ruimte 
te geven aan deze verschillende 
tradities, en hoe er door de eeuwen 
heen methodes werden ontwikkeld 
om deze leestradities en hun variatie 
duidelijker weer te geven. 

Marijn van Putten doet als historisch 
taalkundige onderzoek naar het Koranisch 
Arabisch en hoe dit zich verhoudt tot  
andere vormen van Arabisch in de pre-  
en vroeg-islamitische periode. Ook houdt  
hij zich bezig met de ontwikkeling van de  
schrijfstijlen en leestradities van de Koran.

The Love of Writing  
in Medieval Islam 
Peter Webb 
Leiden University
11:00 | TRAJANUSZAAL

Muslim civilisation has produced 
an incredible number of books, and 
long before the invention of printing 
presses, medieval libraries across  
the Middle East housed thousands  
of volumes of Arabic texts. The love  
of books has led scholars to describe 
Muslim civilisation as ‘bibliophilic’,  
and some even label Islam a 
‘civilisation of the book’. Medieval 
Muslims themselves also described 
their close relationships with writing 
and books, and via reading some  
love poetry dedicated to books,  
pens and writing in general, this 
lecture will introduce the contours  
of the importance of writing  
in the development of Muslim 
civilisations’ identity.

Peter Webb is a University Lecturer in  
Arabic literature and culture at Leiden 
University. He researches the literatures  
of early Islam, Arab identity, and pre-modern 
Muslim history. His books include Imagining 
the Arabs: Arab Identity and the Rise of  
Islam (Edinburgh, 2016), and translations  
and critical editions of classical Arabic  
literary texts.

Lectures/Lezingen
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Vrouwen in (post)revolutionaire 
graffiti in Egypte 
Josephine van den Bent 
University of Amsterdam
12:30 | LEEMANSZAAL

Sinds de 25-januari-revolutie in Egypte 
in 2011 is het gebruik van graffiti en 
street art enorm gegroeid. Egyptenaren 
gebruikten beide om het officiële 
discours ter discussie te stellen, maar 
graffiti en street art speelden ook een 
rol in het vormen van verschillende 
identiteiten na de revolutie en in het 
uiten van uiteenlopende, en soms 
botsende, ideeën en eisen. Na de val 
van Mubarak bleek namelijk al snel 
dat Egypte verdeeld was over hoe 
het nu verder moest, en dat leidde 
tot flinke debatten en discussies. Die 
zien we weerspiegeld in de graffiti uit 
deze periode, de jaren 2011-2013. 
Behalve politieke kwesties werden 
ook sociale problemen werden aan de 
orde gesteld, waaronder de positie en 
de rol van vrouwen in de Egyptische 
samenleving. 

Tijdens deze lezing bespreekt 
Josephine van den Bent de 
uiteenlopende representaties van 
vrouwen in Egyptische graffiti, en 
analyseert ze de verschillende ideeën 
en idealen die daaruit naar voren. 

Josephine van den Bent doet 
promotieonderzoek aan de Universiteit  
van Amsterdam. Haar onderzoek gaat  
over beeldvorming over de Mongolen  
in dertiende- en veertiende-eeuws  
Egypte en Syrië. Daarnaast werkt ze  
als docent aan de Universiteit Leiden  
en de Universiteit van Amsterdam, en  
is ze hoofdredacteur van ZemZem.  
Tijdschrift over het Midden-Oosten,  
Noord-Afrika en islam.
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Heroes in Modern  
Arabic Literature 
Haneen Omari 
Leiden University
12:30 | TRAJANUSZAAL

This lecture takes the definition of 
culture by ‘the father of sociology’  
Ibn Khaldūn (d. 1406) as a starting 
point for understanding modern 
culture in the Middle East. Ibn 
Khaldūn sees culture as the ādāb 
of people, a word that means both 
ethics and literature. Shifts in literary 
expressions, language, and genres in 
the modern Arab world mirror changes 
in behaviours about much-debated 
issues of racism, emancipation, and 
heroism. 

This lecture alludes to the centrality 
of the ‘word’ through giving several 
examples from the Arab literary scene, 
including a recent rendition of the 
pre-Islamic Arab poet Antara as a 
comic figure, to look into the magical, 
and sometimes dangerous, realms 
of literature. Culture, thus, can be 
seen through the slippages between 
past and present, the interactions 
between the local and the global, and 
the engagements with tradition and 
heritage.

Haneen Omari received her BA in English 
and Comparative Literature (Major) and 
Arabic Literature (Minor) from the American 
University in Cairo (2011), and her MA  
in English and Comparative Literature  
from King’s College London (2012). She is 
currently finishing her PhD at LIAS under  
the supervision of Prof. Petra Sijpesteijn  
and Prof. Ziad Elmarsafy. Since January  
2018, she has been a lecturer at LIAS  
and the International Studies program  
at Leiden University.
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Reframing the Frames: How the 
Media Portrays the Middle East
Ahmet Polat
Photographer and filmmaker
14:00 | LEEMANSZAAL

From the beginning of the medium 
of photography, French and British 
photographers were commissioned 
to travel the world to create bodies 
of work. The images they took were 
shown to people back home marking 
what we refer to as ‘orientalism’.  
The preconceived ideas that people 
got from seeing these artefacts have 
left their imprint in our memories  
and minds as we still struggle to find 
new visual constructs to deal with 
today’s realities in framing the ‘other’. 

For me as an artist, I have  
answered the ‘unspoken wish’  
of the West and realised through 
doing my work in Turkey how I have 
internalised the concept of otherness. 
Being aware of this I have changed  
my approach within my work.  
I learned how to contextualise my 
work better to change the visual 
discourse. 

Ahmet Polat is a photographer and  
filmmaker whose work is connected to  
his habit of observation and directing. 
Motivated to capture the unexpected, the 
quality of his work has earned the deserved 
respect of serious critique. Since graduating 
from the St Joost Academy in Holland,  
Ahmet has won several awards and grants 
including the ICP Infinity Award 2006.  
In 2015 he was appointed Photographer 
Laureate of the Netherlands. Polat has  
also exhibited, lectured, and published 
prolifically, ranking Bozar in Brussels,  
the Istanbul Modern, Rijksmuseum and 
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, the New  
York Times, French and Turkish Vogue  
as some of the prestigious places. His work  
titled “Kemal’s Dream” was exhibited  
at FOAM Amsterdam and DEPO in Istanbul.

He is currently working on an ongoing  
theatre, film and exhibition called  
“The Myth of Men” with theatremaker  
Lucas de Man and writer, actor Rashif  
El Kaoui. Currently, his video triptych Liever 
Turks dan Paaps is on show in the Dordrechts 
Museum as part of an exhibition on the 
relations between Calvinism and art in the 
Netherlands.
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Nationalisme en  
Turks televisiedrama 
Petra de Bruijn 
Leiden University
14:30 | LEEMANSZAAL

Voor veel Turken is de Turkse vlag 
heilig. Nationalisme is in Turkije veel 
sterker dan in Nederland. Dit heeft 
historische redenen; de ondergang 
van het Osmaanse rijk en de sterk 
seculiere, op het Westen gerichte 
ideologie van de oprichters van de 
Turkse Republiek in de eerste helft 
van de 20e eeuw. Turkije bouwde 
na de desastreus verlopen Eerste 
Wereldoorlog en de daaropvolgende 
onafhankelijkheidsoorlog in korte tijd 
een Westers georiënteerde natiestaat 
op. Het land ontwikkelde zich tot een 
van de meest seculiere en moderne 
landen van het Midden-Oosten. 
Hierbij werd vaak voorbijgegaan 
aan de behoeftes van het religieuze 
deel van de bevolking. Toen de AKP 
van president Erdoğan aan de macht 
kwam, vond er een wisseling van de 
macht plaats. Nu voert de religieuze 
identiteit van Turkije de boventoon  
en hebben seculieren het moeilijk. 

Dit zie je terug in de Turkse cultuur, 
zoals in televisiedrama. Televisieseries, 
vaak romantische liefdesverhalen,  
zijn razend populair – in Turkije zelf  
en in een groot deel van de wereld. 
Turkije is een van de grootste 
producenten en exporteurs van 
televisieseries. De weer opgelaaide 
strijd tegen de Koerden en de  
militaire operaties in Syrië maken 
series over speciale commando-
eenheden ineens tot een hype.  
Aan de hand van een aantal 
voorbeelden laat Petra de Bruijn  
zien hoe Turks nationalisme in dit  
soort series wordt uitgebeeld.

Petra de Bruijn doceert Turkse literatuur, 
theater, film en televisiedrama bij de afdeling 
Midden-Oostenstudies van de Universiteit 
Leiden. Ze is directeur ad interim van - en 
bestuurssecretaris bij - NISIS (Netherlands 
Interuniversity School for Islamic Studies)  
en bestuurssecretaris bij LUCIS.
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Helden van toen, helden van nu: 
de Shahnama van Ferdowsi 
Gabrielle van den Berg
Leiden University
16:00 | LEEMANSZAAL

De Shahnama van Ferdowsi is een 
springlevend koningsepos, geschreven 
in het Perzisch. Hoe komt het dat dit 
boek al duizend jaar lang een groot 
publiek blijft boeien? Tijdens de  
lezing zal speciaal aandacht worden 
besteed aan de vele illustraties die  
voor de verhalen van de Shahnama 
gemaakt zijn.

Gabrielle van den Berg is universitair 
hoofddocent bij de opleiding Midden-
Oostenstudies, Universiteit Leiden. Ze heeft 
Perzische taal en cultuur gestudeerd in Leiden 
en Dushanbe (Tadzjikistan) en doet onderzoek 
op het gebied van Perzische literatuur en de 
cultuurgeschiedenis van Centraal-Azië en Iran. 

Online Course: the Cosmopolitan 
Medieval Arabic World  
Ed Hayes  
Leiden University
16:00 | TRAJANUSZAAL

Leiden University offers MOOCs – 
Massive Open Online Courses – on the 
Coursera Platform. These courses are 
free and open to everyone who is a 
member of the Coursera community. 
We have been working on a new 
MOOC on the Arabic medieval world 
and we are delighted to share it with 
you! In this course, LUCIS and the 
Middle Eastern Department at Leiden 
University are hoping to acquaint the 
public with the Arabic medieval world. 
In five modules, you will be introduced 
to a range of subjects varying from 
city life to science, from court poetry 
to slavery. We will offer an insight into 
what daily life must have been like, and 
will introduce academic debates and 
controversies alongside more factual 
information from historical sources.  

With this ambitious MOOC we are trying  
to reach out to as many people as possible. 
During the Culture Market, you will get a 
sneak preview of the course as Ed Hayes will 
walk through it and be ready to answer all 
your questions. We hope that this will inspire 
you to sign up and tell your friends about  
this great opportunity to learn about the 
Arabic medieval world.
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Dabke Dance  
Dreaming of Syria
15:00 & 16:00 | TEMPELZAAL

Dabke (line dance) is a popular folk 
dance and performing art from the 
Middle East with a long and rich 
history. It is danced in groups and 
known for its energetic footstep with 
which ‘stamping’ figures are made. 
Dabke is an intensive, cheerful dance 
form that combines grace, dynamism 
and vivacious music. It is central to 
weddings and other festive events in 
the Middle East. After this (beginners) 
workshop in which you get to know 
the basics of dabke, you will be ready 
for any Arabic wedding or upcoming 
Dabke Night. 

Dreaming of Syria was founded in 2016  
by a group of Dutch and Syrian people who 
agreed that what is shown in the news  
is not enough to represent Syria. They felt  
the need to show a different (non-political) 
cultural side of Syria and also to empower  
and give the stage to the Syrian (talented) 
community. We do this by organising 
storytelling and other cultural events  
including the now famous Dabke Nights  
that connect locals with Arabian newcomers  
in popular music venues all over the 
Netherlands.  

For more information visit  
www.dreamingofsyria.nl  
www.dabke-night.nl 

Workshops
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Kurdish Language  
with Tischka Ayubi
11:30 | TRAJANUSZAAL

The Kurds speak Kurdish (Kurdî
; pronounced [’kurdi:]) in 

Western Asia. The Kurdish language 
forms three dialect groups known 
as Northern Kurdish (Kurmanji), 
Central Kurdish (Sorani), and Southern 
Kurdish (Pehlewani), where dialects 
from different groups are not 
mutually intelligible without acquired 
bilingualism.
-  Northern Kurdish (Kurmanji) is the 

largest dialect group, spoken by an 
estimated 15 to 20 million Kurds 
in Turkey, Syria, northern Iraq, and 
northwest and northeast Iran.

-  Central Kurdish (Sorani) is spoken 
by an estimated 6 to 7 million Kurds 
in much of Iraqi Kurdistan and the 
Iranian Kurdistan Province. Sorani is 
a written standard of Central Kurdish 
developed in the 1920s (named after 
the historical Soran Emirate) and 
was later adopted as the standard 
orthography of Kurdish as an official 
language of Iraq. 

-  Southern Kurdish (Pehlewani) is 
spoken by about 3 million Kurds  
in Kermanshah and Ilam provinces  
of Iran and the Khanaqin district  
of eastern Iraq.

The literary output in Kurdish  
was mostly confined to poetry 
until the early 20th century when 
more general literature began to 
be developed. Today, there are two 
principal written Kurdish dialects, 
namely Northern Kurdish in the 
northern parts of the geographical 
region of Kurdistan and Central 
Kurdish further east and south.  
Central Kurdish is, along with Arabic, 
one of the two official languages  
of Iraq.
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Persian Language  
with Gerrie van Rooijen
14:00 | TRAJANUSZAAL

Persian is a melodic-sounding  
Indo-European language. In this 
language workshop, we will talk 
briefly about the history of the 
language, the places where it is 
still spoken and some grammatical 
features – such as the absence  
of gender in grammar.

Gerrie van Rooijen will teach you 
to speak your first words and some 
simple sentences. Come and listen to 
the declamation of some short poems 
by Majid Bahrepour.

See you!

Arabic Language  
with Engy Abdelaziz
14:30 | TRAJANUSZAAL

Engy Abdelaziz, from Cairo, Egypt, 
has taught Arabic at Leiden University 
since September 2018. Engy holds a 
master’s degree in German language 
and literature from the University  
of Heidelberg, Germany. She received 
her second masters in teaching 
Arabic as a foreign language from the 
American University of Cairo.

She is a passionate teacher of 
Arabic and a big fan of the Arabic 
language with all its rich variations.
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Turkish Language  
with Burak Fiçi
15:00 | TRAJANUSZAAL

Burak Fiçi is a second-year Research 
Master student in Turkish History at 
the Institute of Area Studies at Leiden 
University where he also obtained his 
Bachelor’s degree in Middle Eastern 
Studies with distinction. Currently,  
he is researching the 18th and 19th-
century conflagrations of Ottoman 
Istanbul. His archival research in the 
national archives of the Netherlands, 
Turkey, France and the UK is 
sponsored by Leiden University and 
the Netherlands Institute in Turkey.

Storytelling 
Café Mezrab
11:30 & 15:00 | LEEMANSZAAL

The art of storytelling is a popular  
one in the Middle East. Arab,  
Persian, and Turkish ‘storytellers’  
have entertained the public 
for thousands of years. Sahand 
Sahebdivani will bring this ancient  
art to this year’s Culture Market but 
with a contemporary twist. Sahand 
will mix the traditional stories of  
the Middle East with the personal 
stories of today. 

Sahand Sahebdivani is the  
founder of the Mezrab House of 
Stories, established in 2004, and 
co-founder, in 2014, of the Mezrab 
Storytelling School. He was the 
Awarded Storyteller of the Year  
in the Netherlands in 2014.
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Just like every year, we have brought 
together some people who will sell  
a variety of Middle Eastern products. 
Please keep in mind that only cash  
payment is accepted. 

Oosterse specialiteiten  
en zoetigheden El Assyl

El Assyl Sweets is a family company 
that is run by two brothers. We are 
originally from Palestine. You can 
visit our branches in The Hague and 
Utrecht. In our shop in The Hague, you 
can take a seat and enjoy a delicious 
piece of baklava (or two). The branch 

in Utrecht is a production centre, 
where everything is freshly prepared. 
You can only pick up orders there. We 
have employees of different origins. 
Our assortment of sweets consists 
of mixed nuts. Just think of fillings 
of pistachio, cashew nuts, almonds, 
dates, walnuts etc. These sweets are 
well known in the Middle East. Our 
desserts are especially loved because 
they are not too sweet.

Stands
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All About Egypt

Dina Gamal, is the owner of “All about 
Egypt” and sells handmade Egyptian 
artefacts. She also teaches both 
classic Arabic and the Egyptian dialect.

She is passionate about 
encouraging new business women 
in Egypt. Today she will be selling 
the work of Rola Gamal who makes 
unique products using real leather 
with her designs. All products are 
100% handmade. Rola started her 
creations in 2015 as a hobby which 
developed into a real career. 
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My Identity – Palestinian 
Products

My Identity organisation will be  
selling handcrafted items made by 
Palestinian women from refugee 
camps, such as hand embroidery 
accessories. We will also sell the 
famous Palestinian za’atar.

My Identity is a cultural institution 
concerned with Palestinian heritage 
and folklore. Our activities include 
workshops on the historical and 
cultural identity of the Palestinian 
people, Palestinian costumes and 
embroideries, Palestinian cuisine, 
singing, literature, and theatre.  
The activities of the organisation  
are open to all.
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Madame Kallas
 
Madame Kallas is 79 years old and 
lives in Syria. She loves making and 
producing different kinds of artworks. 
She has this creative gift since she 
was 10 years old. She is a positive 
and contemporary artist who creates 
beautiful pieces of art. Getting 
inspiration from other artists from 
around the world, she mixes modern 
styles with her Arabic heritage. Her 
father was an engineer and she, for 
example, uses his old engineering 
drawings (patterns) to make artistic 
and beautiful tablecloths. 

Her granddaughter, Ayla, will  
be selling her products during the 
Culture Market.
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Roya Persian Handcrafts
 
Whenever you see turquoise and 
lazuli-blue colours, you immediately 
think about Isfahan and its beautiful 
buildings and architecture. During the 
market, we will sell some handmade 
Persian products like metal plates that 
have been painted by Reza Mesqaat 
and handmade pen cases, decorated 
with a lacquer technique on papier 
maché, and many other beautiful 
handcrafted items.
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Mustafa’s Syrian Handcrafts

Ever since Mustafa came to the 
Netherlands, people kept asking him 
about the Arabic culture, especially 
the Syrian one. Thus, an idea was born 
as he decided to create artefacts that 
tell a story about the Syrian culture,  
its customs and traditions, and its 
famous archaeological sites. With 
his work, Mustafa wants to give the 
Dutch public a notion of pre-war  
Syria and its rich culture. 
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Olijfzepen.nl

Meet Daphne olive soaps! Our soaps 
come from the South-Eastern part 
of Turkey. They are 100% made from 
olive oil and are infused with all 
kinds of vegetable oils and extracts; 
think of laurel, thyme, tea plant, 
juniper, rose, nettle, sesame and 
cinnamon. Although most producers 
of olive soaps have modernised their 
production methods, we still adhere 
to the traditional method that goes 
back centuries, only using natural 
ingredients.

 



LUCIS is an interfaculty knowledge centre offering a multidisciplinary and 
comparative view on Islam.

A full and nuanced understanding of Islam and Muslim societies is essential  
to navigate today’s complex and globalised world. Drawing upon Leiden 
University’s long tradition and unparalleled resources in Islamic studies,  
LUCIS is the Netherlands’ premier platform for advancing that understanding.  
You will find much to stimulate and challenge you in our varied programme,  
from scholarly lectures, conferences, and expert meetings to cultural and  
public events. At the Leiden Islam Blog, you can read informed responses to 
current affairs related to Islam and Muslim societies as well as contributions 
about current Islamic studies-related research.

Website: lucis.leidenuniv.nl

Blog: leiden-islamblog.nl

        www.facebook.com/lucis.universiteitleiden1

        @LUCISleidenuniv

About LUCIS




